SMOKE ALARM

Staying Safe
with ASD Systems
By Mariann McDonagh

T

he cold storage environments
play an important role in today’s
high-performance global supply
chains. The ability to warehouse large
quantities of goods and materials
at sub-freezing temperatures for an
extended period of time is critical for
food manufacturers and distributors,
pharmaceutical companies and a host
of other businesses that require these
special conditions. With temperatures
plunging well below freezing,
conditions in cold store environments
are harsh for the people and systems
that operate within them. Cold store
facility managers must maintain
effective control over refrigeration
units and environmental conditions in
order to keep operational processes
running efficiently, while ensuring
business continuity. Whether it’s a
large retail warehouse, a gigantic
walk-in freezer at a Las Vegas hotel
or a storage facility at an advanced
microbiology laboratory, the biggest
threat to business continuity in
any cold storage environment is
heat. If sub-freezing temperatures
are compromised as a result of
mechanical failure or fire, the
entire inventory of a cold store is
lost and the supply chain comes to
a screeching halt. The high costs
and lost productivity associated
with a cold store failure are often
catastrophic to the business.
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Given the high sensitivity to heat, a critical element
of any cold storage facility is the fire detection
and suppression system. Unreliable fire detection
systems in a cold store can result in product
contamination from smoke, complete loss from fire
or costly false alarms and lost productivity.

Cold storage environments present
a unique set of risks not experienced
in traditional warehouses. A
common misconception is that subfreezing temperatures in a cold store
environment make it more difficult
for a fire to start, when in actuality
the high airflows and lack of moisture
in the air makes it easier for a fire to
start and spread quickly.

Fire prevention challenges
Given the high sensitivity to heat, a
critical element of any cold storage
facility is the fire detection and
suppression system. Unreliable fire
detection systems in a cold store
can result in product contamination
from smoke, complete loss from
fire or costly false alarms and lost
productivity.

Protecting a cold store facility from
fire is a challenge; the expansive floor
space, high ceilings and rapid air
movement make it difficult to detect
a fire before it becomes a major
threat. Traditional smoke detection
systems will not work effectively in
cold store environments because their
electronics and sensor components
become clogged with ice, rendering
them ineffective. Detection of
smoke that has become extremely
diluted in the high airflows and large

fire suppression system be in place
and provide no requirements for
early warning detection. What the
codes fail to consider is that once
a conventional dry-pipe fire
suppression system is activated in
a cold store environment, it’s often
too late. By then, the rate of heat
rise has reached a point where
catastrophic damage to the materials
being stored is imminent. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
mandate that anytime food stuffs or
medications exposed to water from
a fire suppression system must be
disposed of. Most health regulations
also dictate that any smoke exposure
renders foodstuffs unsaleable.

Smoke and fire detection in cold stores represent a real challenge, as the environmental
conditions of temperature, humidity and height rule out traditional point smoke detection.

Linear heat cable is prone to freezing within ice – it cannot be relied upon for early warning
of fire.

open spaces also requires very high
sensitivity.
Suppressing a fire is also a challenge.
Fire suppression systems that are
usually kept fully charged with
water or chemical foam in typical
warehouse facilities must remain
“dry” in cold storage facilities to
keep the pipes from freezing. If a
dry-pipe fire suppression system is
activated in a cold store, whether
in response to a real fire event or a
false alarm, the entire facility must

be emptied of stock and brought to
above freezing temperatures so the
system can be drained, re-pressurized
and tested. This process is mandated
by fire codes in most regions and
results in days or even weeks of costly
downtime.
Traditional prevention is
insufficient
Unfortunately, most cold store fire
codes only mandate that a functional

Realizing this, many cold store
facility managers take additional
preventative measures in an effort
to avoid the unnecessary activation
of the fire suppression system. As
mentioned previously, traditional
point smoke detectors are only
approved for operation down to
a certain temperature and are
ineffective in cold store environments.
As a result, cold store facility
engineers often specify another form
of fire detection solution referred to
as linear heat cables.
These systems rely on wires made
from strands of heat sensitive
material in a protective jacket that
are distributed throughout the
cold store facility. If temperature
surrounding the wires rises above
certain point, the strands fuse
together triggering an alarm.
A more advanced variation of this
technology uses fibre optic cables.
While somewhat costly, these
methods are popular but have one
significant drawback – measuring
heat is a bad way of detecting fire
in a windy and cold warehouse
environment. A cable buried within
frost and ice is not able to provide
fast response to fire. Detecting
fire during the earliest stages of
development is preferred. A reliable
smoke detection technology for this
challenging environment is what’s
required.
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Aspirating Smoke Detection
A new breed of advanced smoke
detection solutions are gaining
popularity among cold store
managers and specifying engineers.
Air-sampling Smoke Detectors (ASD)
work by continually drawing air into
a pipe network attached to a central
detector unit. The warmed air is
analyzed in a very sensitive detection
chamber for the smallest traces of
smoke. Information regarding the
level of smoke and alarm state is
communicated to a fire alarm control
panel and/or building management
system in the normal way.
Though ASD are incredibly sensitive,
and can sense smoke from relatively
small fires diluted in the rapid
airflow, they are also capable of
discriminating very high levels of
smoke. This broad sensitivity range
of ASD and their multiple levels of
alarm make ASD unique. It means
that they can be programmed to
provide early warning of the risk of
a serious fire to initiate investigation,
through to actuation of a dry-pipe
suppression system should a fire
manage to escalate.
Due to the ASD’s actively sample
the air in a cold store facility, they
are tolerant of the high airflow and
can indicate risks of pipe system
damage or hole blockage from
ice. In contrast, damage to linear
heat cables, often required to be
placed within racking, is a known
contributor to false charging of
dry-pipe sprinkler systems.
The ASD systems are approved
smoke detection systems for this
environment, there is now no need
to wait until fire escalates to the
point at which heat is developed
and the stock and facility are put at
risk. The ASD solutions provide the
earliest warning possible allowing
proactive investigation of small
threats and an appropriate and
controlled response, perhaps to
avoid the activation of the fire
suppression system or the need
to involve brigade intervention.
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VESDA detector placed outside the cold room is unaffected by the extreme environmental
conditions.

Fighting fires in a cold store is very
hazardous. The extremely cold
flooring causes water to freeze
creating sheets of slick ice. The tall
racking, often containing lots of
plastics and packaging, is prone to
encouraging fast growth fires and
collapsing. The walls and ceiling
insulation materials are often
flammable.
By early intervention and avoiding
the unnecessary activation of the fire
suppression system, ASD solutions
preserve business continuity, protect
the integrity of the materials being
stored in the facility and reduce life
safety risks.
In addition, ASD solutions can be
fitted with chemical sensors that
detect the presence of harmful
airborne substances. For example,
an ASD that has been fitted with an
ammonia gas sensor would be able
to detect when refrigerant is leaking
from a refrigeration system. That way,

the problem can be addressed before
it results in failure.
Conclusion
Technologies driving the evolution of
global cold store supply chains are
evolving at a rapid pace. Specifying
engineers who design the facilities
that are the foundation of these
supply chains must consider the
most effective and efficient solutions
to ensure proper operation and
business continuity. Smoke detection,
long seen as the best solution to
protect general warehouses, is
now being enjoyed as the most
effective and cost efficient means
to protect the cold store from smoke
and fire risks.
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